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With about 21,000 customers without power as of 11:45 a.m., the Long Island Power 
Authority said Monday morning it was dedicating about 100 high-voltage-line repair 
crews to work with town tree-removal crews across the Island as the Hurricane Sandy 
approaches.  

About 1,500 repair workers, about half of them from off Long Island, are on hand or on 
the way here to begin repair jobs that have been accumulating on Monday morning, said 
Michael Hervey, LIPA's chief operating officer. The authority has requested another 700 
off-Island workers, but competition from other utilities and the uncertainty of how the 
storm will hit has made recruitment difficult.  

Much of the early damage from Sandy has involved whole trees falling over or large 
branches coming down on the lines, Hervey said. Crews are out and working during the 
storm, he said, but will stand down once conditions worsen. 

"We'd like to keep crews in the field as long as they can work," he said. LIPA expects the 
worst of the storm to hit about 6 p.m. Monday. 

LIPA has set up a staging area at Bethpage State Park to process new crews and assign 
work. It may set up additional staging areas as needed, he said.  

Garry Brown, the chairman of the state's Public Service Commission, is on Long Island 
and monitoring LIPA's activities through the storm, at the request of Gov. Andrew M. 
Cuomo. 

LIPA has its own staff in the state emergency response center in Albany for the first time, 
and "that's paid off and helped us solve a few issues," Hervey said.  

LIPA crews were doing proactive tree trimming through the weekend and as late as 
Monday morning, he said. Those 100 workers are now assigned to work with town tree-
removal crews to address a problem that many said hampered their progress in the 
aftermath of Tropical Storm Irene.  



Once the storm has passed, LIPA expects to take up to two days to assess the damage, 
though some repairs will be made immediately, Hervey said. LIPA has significantly 
upgraded its outage reporting computer system that was in place last year -- largely failed 
during Irene. The utility has started a transition to an entirely new outage computer 
system, but it won't be in place until next year, Hervey said.  

PSEG, the company that will take over management of the LIPA grid in 2014, will not be 
on the ground with LIPA and National Grid crews during Sandy, Hervey said. While 
there are some Lockheed Martin contractors here now (Lockheed is a partner with PSEG 
on the LIPA contract), PSEG itself is dealing with a large potential impact in its home 
base of New Jersey, so the decision was made to commit its full resources there, Hervey 
said.  

LIPA has made automated outreach calls to nearly all of its customers telling them to 
prepare for potential outages; it has also made direct calls to nearly all public officials in 
the service territory and held late afternoon conference calls, to go over response plans 
and coordination, on Friday and Sunday. Another call with local officials is planned for 
Monday after noon, another response to issues in Irene's wake.  

For this storm, LIPA has smartphone texting capability setup and operating. Some 
customers have had issues signing up because new phone numbers didn't match LIPA-
listed phones; they have been calling the LIPA hotline and helped through setting up that 
system.  

Hervey urged customers to assume any downed wire is live and to keep away from it. 
The number to report an outage or downed wire is 800-490-0075. 

 


